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 Our Journey – We Might Actually Know a Thing or Two

 “Can’t we just get a button that…”

 Identify Low-Hanging Fruit (Hint: It’s close to the ground)

 Make the Target Bigger by Getting Closer

 Just Keep Swimming

THIS IS ONLY AN HOUR RIGHT?



OUR JOURNEY
WHY YOU SHOULD STICK AROUND



 BofI Federal Bank 
− Started as Bank of Internet (“BofI”) in 1999
− Branchless distribution center 
− ~ 700 Employees & 
− $8.5BN in Assets

 Mikael Rosenberger 
− Not a Russian Spy 

• Former CPA who made the natural transition 
into Archer 

WHO?



 Joined BofI September 2015

 Installed our Dev instance in October 2015
− Team of four FTEs with 2 BofI employees 

and 2 consultants 

 Mandated an “aggressive” timeline:
− October to January – Set the foundation 

(Enterprise)
− January to March – Develop Audit Solution
− March to July – Develop Vendor 

Management Solution

WHERE WE STARTED



 Instances –
− 3 On-Premise Instances (Dev, QC, Production)
− 3 FTE Archer Development Team 
− ~ 60 frequent users with ~ 1,000 authenticated users
− Several Archer process are enterprise-wide 

 Our current Environment:
− Contains Out-of-the-Box Solutions (Enterprise, Risk, 

Policy, Audit, Vendor, RCM)
• Ability for external vendors to respond to questions / requests

− Custom build solutions (InfoSec, BSA, TPR, Lending QC, 
Strategic Partnerships)
• Content from third parties pushed to Archer for action by BofI

teams 
• DPS to a Data Warehouse for Tableau reporting

ARE WE THERE YET?



“CAN’T WE JUST GET 
A BUTTON THAT…?”
UNDERSTANDING COMMON ARCHER 
DEPLOYMENT ROADBLOCKS



$ 1 0 0 M  T H AT  Y O U ’ L L  H E A R  O N E  O F  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  A S  Y O U  B E G I N  
Y O U R  A R C H E R  J O U R N E Y:

“How hard could that be?”
“Can’t we just have a button that…”
“I think this is broken because I still have to do work”

THEY WON’T GET IT



$ 1 0 0 M  T H AT  Y O U ’ L L  H E A R  O N E  O F  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  A S  Y O U  B E G I N  
Y O U R  A R C H E R  J O U R N E Y:

“When can we have this done?”
−Understand the importance of setting reasonable SLAs and 

expectations
• They probably are not the only group you’re supporting
• Understand that (hopefully) you’ll be in high demand

THEY WON’T GET IT



Reduce your Time to Value by:

−Picking the right areas to begin (Low hanging fruit)

−Choosing the closest target (Choose Lay-ups)

−Celebrate successes! (Share your wins)

SO, WHAT DO WE DO?



IDENTIFY AREAS FOR 
QUICK WINS
HOW LEVERAGING ALLIES GENERATES 
BUZZ



 Would you rather:

−The Easy Way
OR

−The Hard Way

−Point being, be STRATEGIC in your starting point. 

YOUR STARTING POINT MATTERS



 Some examples from our experiences:

− Audit Management
• Took an entirely excel based audit team, into a very controlled Archer Audit Management workflow, 

leveraged all the applications in the Solution (customized them all), and added our own ODAs. 
• Not smart

− Vendor Management 
• Took a MS Word form based on-boarding process, and tried to convert it into Archer, while changing 

the process during the design and development of the Archer solution. 
• Not Smart

DO AS I SAY, NOT AS I DO



 Some examples from our experiences:

− Information Security 
• Instead of deploying the entire Incident Management solution, we started with targeted assessments 

and reporting.
• Was able to get users in quickly, and almost immediately had impactful management and board level 

reporting
• SMART 

DO AS I SAY, NOT AS I DO



B E  S M A R T:
 Does it Solve an issue or addresS a need? Is there value in completing the project? 

− Does the project address an identified pain point, or offer material improvement over the existing process?

 Does this align with Managements strategic objectives?
− The board wants better reporting on your organizations exposure to the risk of core system failure – will this project 

support that?

 Do you have the Ability to accomplish this timely?
− Do you have the resources / ability / understanding to complete this project within 3 months?

 Can you easily Report impact?
− By implementing this Archer project, can you measure it’s impact and report on it?

• Example – Lending QC Performance Assessment 

 Does this project Terrify you? 
− If yes, maybe not a good idea.

HOW TO PICK A SURE THING*

* Does not apply to gambling.



MAKE THE TARGET 
BIGGER, BY GETTING 
CLOSER
WITH SMART PROJECTS IDENTIFIED, 
HOW TO HIT THE BULLSEYE



 100% Only applicable to Iowa Farmers named Ray Kinsella **

 Stakeholder adoption, and acceptance is EXTREMELY important for a successful deployment.

 You cannot develop Archer behind closed doors and expect your clients to be excited. 

IF YOU BUILD IT THEY WILL COME

** Field of Dreams, duh.



DEFINE THE TARGET
 The importance of understanding the GOAL

− Not the “here’s what this will look like” goal but the actual GOAL - what are we seeking to accomplish

 Example Scenario 1:
− Let’s build this workflow into Archer
− Defined process, with well documented process maps and procedure documentation
− Need a “system” for tracking and performing the excel process 
− Real need: Increased management reporting and oversight

 Example Scenario 2:
− Let’s build a new process into Archer
− No process documentation as there is no current process
− Need a “system” for tracking process outcomes
− Real need: A flexible process for cross team communication, with potential for Archer deployment in the future.

In both cases, we had to step back and understand the GOAL (not what the goal looked like in the system) but the 
underlying WHY. 



 Make the Target Bigger = Modified Agile approach
− There are over 300 million different ways to deploy Archer, we’ve found that this approach is best for us

 By Getting Closer = Working closely with your end-user to design and develop a solution

 1. Make sure every one agrees on the GOAL 

 2. Bi-weekly (in-person or WebEx) meetings with live demos.
− With Archer you can get them in the System ASAP
− Bi-weekly as 1 week to build and then 1 week to get feedback and requests

• You’re not always going to meet this deadline, and that’s okay, it’s just a framework
• This limits the amount of work that you CAN do, and forces you to make meaningful changes weekly by forcing 

the to-do list to be shorter
− We’ve found that these live demos (in the evolving deployment) to be very helpful

• Users can see a tangible product from week 1 
• Are more engaged in the process as is, and less focused on the “what if”  

MAKE THE TARGET BIGGER



BY GETTING CLOSER

 3. Continue Bi-weekly deployments
− Revisit the GOAL as applicable, and refocus as needed 

 4. Live walk-through with live data
− In a meeting walk through the process start to finish (record if possible)
− Use real examples

 5. Go-live and support, have a game-plan for the future
− Get the User to start using the system at the MVP stage
− Continue bi-weekly meetings as needed, or move to a monthly touch-point
− Establish the best way to identify and remedy different issues (bug vs question vs change vs hair

on fire)



 Small pieces with Developer hand-holding = Key

− Essentially on-going UAT and user training in a supervised format

− Keeps the number for moving pieces low, and the scope small
• Focus on what you can accomplish in a week, what works what doesn’t 
• Keeps the degrees of separation (question based on a question based on a question) low

• “What if it’s a Tuesday and it’s raining and I’m tired and there's traffic” – Actual Question

− You’ve now met for at-least 6 hours (3 months @ 2x a month) 

WHY STARTING SMALL IS THE KEY



JUST KEEP 
SWIMMING
NEXT STEPS AND KEYS FOR THE 
FUTURE



“Beautiful is better than ugly.

Simple is better than complex.
Complex is better than complicated.

Special cases aren't special enough to break the rules.
Although practicality beats purity.
Errors should never pass silently.
Unless explicitly silenced.

Now is better than never.
Although never is often better than right now.

If the implementation is hard to explain, it's a bad idea.
If the implementation is easy to explain, it may be a good idea.”

- Tim Peters, the Zen of Python

ZEN OF PYTHON… OR ARCHER



 You WILL make mistakes, You WILL want to change things
− Make it so you CAN gracefully

 Allow your user to think strategically, while you think tactically … 
− Let them worry about the big picture (how will this look when we’re all said and done) while you focus 

on meeting that goal in the simplest, easiest form. 

 … But don’t lose sight of the “Big Picture” – how will what we’re doing now impact our ability to 
achieve our goal

 Build in FLEXIBILITY 
− Allow your user to deal with one offs, without building a solution for each one-off.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
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